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BRITISH AND GERMAN IRON AND STEEL TRADE.
British economists are persistently calling attention 

to the rapid growth of Germany’s iron and steel trade. 
Since the year 1897, when the export bounty policy was 
put in operation, Germany has steadily overtaken her 
commercial rival. British exports of iron and steel 
amounted to 3,318,000 tons in 1897. In the same year 
Germany exported 1.069,000 tons. But during 1908 
Germany’s trade had grown to such an extent that 
exports totalled 3,732,000 tons, while Great Britain’s 
exports aggregated only 4,233,000.

This comparison is more strongly in Germany’s 
favour when we consider that fully one-third of Great 
Britain’s toon exports may be classed as pig-iron. Ger
man exports of pig-iron, on the other hand, constitute 
hardly a twelfth of her total, and the proportion is con
stantly decreasing. The commercial gain to Germany, in 
thus selling finished products abroad, instead of raw ma
terial, is enormous.

A review of natural conditions affords no key to the 
situation. Raw materials can be assembled in Great 
Britain more cheaply than in Germany. British coal is 
cheaper and better. There is no great disparity in cost 
of labour ; although the cost of living is cheaper in Ger
many. Transportation facilities are better in England 
than in Germany. What, then, has enabled Germany, 
with her lean ores and her poor fuel, to gain so remark
ably upon her wealthier and more favoured neighbour ?

sprung into second place as a producer of iron and steel 
At the same rate of expansion Germany’s export tradi 
will soon eclipse that of Great Britain.

As we have seen, neither to geographic nor to «the 
natural advantages can German progress be attributed 
One outstanding feature, however, explains the strengtl
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